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I 	was 
bl 	interviewed at Camp Delta, Guantanamo bay, 	—a---.--The interview was 

conducted by pf.(1,-Al AurpAn of Inyestigation, Special Federal  
b6 -2,3,4 	Officer 	(SFO)) 	 I i.prirniarri. qflerialiqH 	 I 

b7C -2,3,4 I, 	I 	ltranslator) dil 
b7D -1 	 was avised of the na I - - 	 • -- - 	

( iciencity 	i 	
PRIMPIMIIMP_ 

f the interviewing agents. 	 agreed to be 
b7F -1 	interviewed and made the following statement: 

26 

	 I 
	advised  if given the 

opportunity to return back 	 to) 	I he would reside  with 
family members and  seek employmentl 	 1 In 
addition,) 	ladvised he would immediately get married. 

b6 -3,4 

b7C -3,4 

b7D -1 

b7F -1 

advised the United States has an "oppressive 
Government," ecause the Government is responsible  for killing 
Muslims by indiscriminately "bombing civilians."' 	 was 
advised by the interviewing agents as to why the United States 
Military conducted these "bombing" missions in Afghanistan (AF) and 

result of the missions, loss of life (Muslims) occurred.' 
advised, in his opinion, killing is only permitted in (1) 

efen 	2 infidelity and (3) abandoning the Islamic 
religion. agreed with interviewing agents that the 
se 

killing of Mus ims in AF, by U.S. Military Forces, was in direct 
response of the events that has occurred on September 11, 2001 on 
U.S. soil and of which Usama Bin Laden (UBL) along with his Al 
Queda network were responsible for. 

advised that he does not agree with the freedom 
of religion, stating the  only true religion in Islam as described 
by the Quaran.) 	I advised that the Holy Bible used by 
Christians, has been "modified" and contains numerous "mistakes." 

While attempting to revisit) 	 )previous 

, 
statement 	 (contained in r  

'advised  that a portion of his earlier his file 
statements were 	inabcurate.( 	'advised when he  was 
interviewed recently by) 	at Camp Delta, 
he told them the  truth as  to why he was present in AF at the time 
of his capture.) 	'advised his original statement was 
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b6 -3,4 

b7C -3,4 

b7D -1 

b7F -1 

advised during his tour in AF, he had never 
observed any act that could be construed as a war crime, however, 
he has heard of the "container's" that were used by the Northern 
Alliance to house their prisoners. 	 _ - 

Due to! 	 !  admitted change of events;-  he was 	
b6 -3,4 

asked to possibly summit to a polygraph test .I 	!agreed to b7C -3,4 

take the test when asked to do so. 	 b7D -1 

 

FD-302a11461N*211de9Ot60  him by U.S. Military officials while being detained 
,302 1 	 . I  kicked and1liAd2420d2water 2 

On 
.Page 	thrown on him." 

b6 -3,4 

b7C -3,4 

b7D -1 

b 7E' -1 

b6 -3,4 

b7C -3,4 

b7D -1 

b7F -1 

that the Taliban could 
be violating Islamic law,1 

b6 -3,4 

b7C -3,4 

b7D -1 

b7F -1 

b6 -3,4 

b7C -3,4 

b7D -1 

b7F -1 

he was subsequently captured. 	 	j a vise e wou not go into detail regarding his capture, stating 
"it's in the file." 

!advised at no time while in AF, did he receive 
any type of military training, or was ever in possession of a 
weapon of any kind. 

b6 -3,4 

b7C -3,4 

b7D -1 

b7F -1 

b7F -1 
Interview terminated. 
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